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MAGNETIC FLUX COMPRESSION*

C. M. FOWLER

Los Alamos National Laboratory, M-6, MS J970, k Alamos, NM, USA 87545

Magnetic Flux Compression, as treated in this paper, is accomplished by high explosives. Flux ia first captured
in a closed conducting circuit, of which some or all of the conducting elements are overlaid with high explosives.
Upon detonation o{ the exploeivq these elements are driven in such a fashion as to compress the flux into
regions of smaller weu or, in eng”meering terminology, into regions of lower inductance. The magnetic energy
easociated with the flux is increased by the flux compression. The additional energy is ult”nately supplied by
the exploeive as it drivea the conductors againat the magnetic field pr~ure, which in some csaea may be in
the megabar range. Various namca in common use for flux compression devices are flux compression generators
(FCG), magnetcxumulative generators (MCG), particularly in the USSR, or s“nply, flux compressors, FCG9
are generally UEed in two broadly de6ned categories: as compact, high-power sources to drive various loads;
and as generatora of very large maguetic fiel&. In thou talk, general principles of flux compreaeion are first
discussed. This ia followed by a description of several applications in which different types of FCGS are used to
supply pulsed power to various devices. The talk C1OLW with a discussion of results obtained from a number of
experiments done to explore the propertka of makials in very large magnetic fields or under nearly isentropic
compression. As requested, the work reportd here suneys the km Ahrnoe program. However, sources cited in
the bibliography contain much of the extensive literature in the field. Individual papers cited have been selected
partly to highlight other groups that have been active in the field.

INTRODUCTION

When I was aaked to survey the Los Alamoe flux

)mpreasion program for you, my 6x8t reaction was

ne of pleasure and I accepted immediately. Some

eeks later, I began to wonder if the subject would

ave enough appeal to justify your t-me. After pon-

er”ing over this question, I decided that there was

more than only cultural interest to the shock wave

ornmunlty, n,nd that some of the reae~ch lines de-

cribed later might be of interest to most of you. I

lope this proves to be the cme,

I have broken this discussion down in the follming

vay. Baaic flux compression principles together with

Iome hlatorical background in treated first, Some of

;he highlight:: (and “Iowlights” ) of put Loo Ahunos

prograrna arc next presented followed by a discussion

of oeveral ty]JeS of generators and their use M pulsed

power sources. The next aectlon is devoted to the

use of high-magnetic fields in the investigation of oolld

state properties, Some current programs are discussed

briefly in the final suction. A bibliograp}ly completes

the paper, Rcfcrcnccs 1--7 cite conference proceedings

and general trcatnwnts.
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2. FLUX COMPRESSION PRINCIPLES

An you may recall, the magnetic flux contained

within a contour is the integral over the area bounded

by the contour of the component of the magnetic field

normal to the area. The underlying principle of flux

compression derives from a general non-relativistic re-

sult obtained directly from Mmcweli’s equatione, that

the flux is conserved within a perfectly conducting

contour. For example, the contour might be fixed in

shape and position, but be in a region of time-varying

magnetic fields; it might be fixed in shape but trans-

ported to regions of space with different magnetic

fieldn, or, M normally encountered in flux compres-

sion, the contour may be forcibiy reduced in nizc.

Figures 1 and 2 illustrate flux compression princi.

pica and aloo have some historical interest. Figure 1

uhowu a thin-walied metal cylinder or liner surrounded

by a ring charge of explosive, The system io smumcd

to be long enough in the axial direction that eclgc ef-

fects may be ignored, An initial magrmtic flclci 1),

directed along the cylindrical axis i~ Induced ill tllr

cylinder, whose initial radius is ItO, “1’hciniti~] !Iux 1“

thcrcforc given by QO -= 7rR2f)U, After dctonutiull o

the explosive the Iincr ntarts to ccmiprum, aa ullowl

bv tlla ri~ht i~and view witcrc tllc ILCWrudius UII[



~agnetic field are R and B, and the flux is @ = mR2B.

[ the metal liner were perfectly conducting the flux

/ould be conserved:

00 = XR:BO = @ = XR2B (1)

B = Bo(Ro/R)2 (2)

Here we have as ,umed that the magnetic field is

miform over the cylindrical area. Actually, the fields

how a space-time structure aa the fields actually build

lp by small waveleta traveling with the sp~d of light

hat emanate and reflect from the mov”mg conductor,8

?ield variation rising from the wave structure have

lot been detected aa yet since the wave transit times

ue sub-nanosecond and the spatial amplitude varia-

,ionn from the average are of order v/c - 10-5, where

) is the liner velocity.

Other quantities of interest, specific to magnetic

ielda, are magnetic energy density and magnetic prea-

lure, In caaea of interest here they are the same, and

ire given by*

P = B2 /2L4 (pascals) (3)

E = B2/2~ (joules/ms) . (4)

/r-h
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Fig. 1, lIlitiml views of cylindrical ilnploaion nystcln
and a view during i]llployic~n (lower right),

* UIIICWotatcd olhcrwisc, MKS units arc cmployc(l
throughout. Ilcrc, D io in ‘~cslas (1 “1’= 104 guuua)

—— —

Fig. 2. Early flux compressor designed to power an
external load, Initial flux waa supplied by a magnet.

To put some of these numbem in perspective, we

uae some fields that are roughly the same ae those

cited in our first open-literature publication,a which,

u far as we know, waa the first experimental flux com-

pression experiment so reported. An initial magnetic

field of about 10 T was injected in a copper liner with

inside radius of about 40 mm, For purposes of illus-

tration, we consider the 10SS1W caae where the radius

of Fig, 1 haa been reduced to 4 mm, that is a ten-

fold reduction. lhom Eq. (2), the magnetic field is

increeaed by a factor of 100 to 1000 T, or 10 MC.

The volume per unit length haa decresaed by a fac-

tor of 100 and from Eqs. (2) and (4), the pressure

and magnetic energy densities have incre=ed by four

orders of magnitude. Substituting the values of B

into the above equations, we find for the initial state

(B=lOT, R=40mm)

pO = (10)a/2 X 4n ,10-7 = 4. 10’Pa = 0.4 kb

E. ~ 4 x 107 j/m3

and the magnetic energy per unit cylinder Iongth, E,

in

EO := nft~EO = 2. lU5j,/m =: 2 kj/cm .

Corrcapuudil)g valucu for the comprcsu!d slut{!

(IJ ~ 1000 ‘t’, It u 4 mm) are



These numbers illustrate several features:

Magnetic energy is increased by the flux compre+

sion: 2 kj/cm of cylinder length to 200 kj/cm. This

additional energy comes from the explosive as it

drives the conducting liner against the magnetic

field pressure.

The large premurea developed (4 Mb at 10 MG)

suggest use of such systems for equation-of-state

studies.

The large energy density, 2.5 ev/As suggests inter-

esting solid-state effects.

Theee three features of explosive flux compression

e exploited in one way or another and aleo serve u

e bMia of the mat of this paper.

We conclude this section with a discussion of

g. 2. The source of magnetic flux waa a large mag-

tron magnet, commonly available at the time. AS

en in the sketch, energy w= to be extracted from the

mpreasion and delivered to an external load through

trmsformer located at the bottom of the system.

here were several items of interest associated with

is shot, at le~t to your writer. It waa the t.lmt ex-

osive flux compression shot I fired (early 19s0s). To

y knowledga it waa the &st time energy wau to be

divcred to a separate load, It dld not work well. In-

ead of exploding a thin wire (the load ) it merely

adually melted the wire. The small ‘notch” in the

agnet represents my attempt to increase the spac-

g between the pole faces, After sawing away with a

~k saw (that seemed like hours), the net result waa

cut only a few roils deep and a number of ruined

~wblades. 1 decided to rebuild the copper flux com-

redon chamLer to fit the existing pole gap. Another

cm of interest on this shot deals with cluasili~ation

“ flux compressors. The guide Iinee were so written

lat for unclassified syuterns th~ explosive had to also

mtroy the load. This rule allowed open d“mcussion cf

fstems such M those of Fig. 1, but not systems such

~ this one. For thin rca~on, many AEC (M DOE waa

~cn known) publications were delayed until the Iattcr

0600, when the guidclincrn were broadened.

1will CIOSCthis ~cction witt) a brief historical note

nd a tribute to two 1AMAlamos men: Dune J 1’,

iaclhugkll ai~d Julrml 1,, Tuck. ~oth nlcn, ill IIIy
i~w! wi,rr ai~lltq ~~~{]IIIAd@si~~lilicallt. ]~1~~.,l~ti[~~

Historically, the present explosive pulse power sec-

tion was formalized in 1957, with the specific goal of

compressing D-T pl-mas in megagauss fields through

liner implosion. Shortly after ollr success in develop-

ing high-field systems for this purpose, such as

sketched in Fig. 1, I discussed the work with Dun-

can. He asked how the experimental results agleed

with calculations. When I told him that I knew of no

way to make the calculations, he immediately put me

in touch with laboratory people he thought might be

able to help, He was, of course, quite right. The final

outcome was a collaborate ion that, to my knowledge,

led to the 6rst explosive flux compression calculations
h

starting from first principles. Duncan is one of the

most brilliant men I have ever met and his contribu-

t ione to Los Alamoa me legendary. The admiration,

and even awe, with whicL he is regarded was noted

by John W. Taylor in his address, “Thunder in the

Mountain,” gives before this group in 1983,0

I did not know Jim Tuck personally until we were

well launched into our plasma compression work. I

did, however, have a chace to see his famoun, but

secret, CTR device called, somewhat whimsically, the

‘k erhapsatrou”. This device waa certainly one of the

earliest, if not the first, machinea designed for con-

trolled thermonuclear fusion. Later, Jim took great

interest in our own work, and contributed many ide~s

to it, As is known to many of us, Jim also played a

m~or role in the development of explosive lenaea duF-

ing the Manhattan project days. Jim died in late 1960

but not before leaving a rich legacy to us all,

These few Iinea, then, pay tribute to two great men

who influenced my work in one wav or another, J am

grateful to have been aaaociated with them,

3. PULSED POWER APPLICATIONS

~~DDrQach to FIUA
1

WliQIl
A complete treatment of all but the uimplest FCGS

from !irst principle in, generally, not possible today,

although substantial progrees continues to be made

as compututicmal tcchlliquco and compllter capacities

ilnprwvc. Umunlly, all engilwering upproactl is fcdluwwl

to cmlculatc in an appruximatc way how ull FCC Ixlmy

l)owcr a given load, 111this cc19c the FCG is churuc-
... , ,, ~- I . .. .. . . ltA\ ...!. i !,



b/dt. To see how this approach agrees with the more

~ic app;oach given above for cylindrical implosion,

e consider well-known engineering formulss for the

ductace of a solenoid and the relation between cur-

nt and magnetic field, as sketched in Fig. 3.

B = @lI/t . (6)

ere, N turns of wire are wound over a length J?on a

~dius R, The turns are closely spaced, haye a small

kch, and edge effects (where the field lines diverge)

“e ignored. The flux in the solenoid is then

4 a Lf = nR2mBN . (7)

he cylindrical flux compressor of Fig. 1 is actually a

ngle-turn solenoid, N = 1, and Eq. (1) is then equiv-

Ient to Eq. (7). However, I=t the impression in left

]at this the exemple is trivial, it should be remarked

lat Eqs. (5) and (6) have assumed constant current

e.nnity, I/I?. For the solenoid this iE essentially true.

or the single, wide-turn cylinder, current piles up

ear the cylinder edgea in an effort to maintain the

une flux at all axial positiom of the cylinder.

FCGS are generally classified JM large current

mrceu, and they work beat into low-inductance loada.

‘his may be seen from Fig. 4. Here, L ia the induc-

mce of the generator, a function of time with initial

due, Lo; L1, a fixed load inductance; 4., the fixed

tgs or source inductance; a circuit reaiatance, R; and

orrent, /, initial value, l.. F!ux terrnn for the var-

ms inductance are inductance wduea times current

nd voltagea across them terms are the time deriv~

vea of the fluxes. The voltage acrom the resistance is

R, and the rate of flux change acrosa the generator,

(LJ)/d is written ~1 + Lf, and the circuit equation

ecomes:

ith

L, -- Lo , 1 lUat t--O ,

cveral facts may ‘UCl~[}ted from this cqualion,

I If the gcrwrato: illductnncc is known M a functim

—. —__

. /—---- —— Q -—– —--- —— --
1

Fig. 3. Long, multi-turn soleno~d.

● The voltage term L1 is negative since the generator

inductance L is forcibly reduced in time. Indeed,

~1 is the drive voltage for the entire system. It

develops the voltage across the other elements in

the circuit, including that across the remaining in-

ductance”of the generator itself, Ldl/dt.

● If the circuit is perfectly conductive, R = O, then

Eq. (8) statee that the time derivative oi the flux

is zero, or total circuit flux is conserved:

● If 1~1 is leas than R, the term (R + ~)1 in Eq. (8)

in positive, thus requiring that dI/dt be negative.

The circuit current must decrease,

The term 1~1of a generator is called the generator

impedance and usually variea with time. Except for

the early stages of some generators, valuee are usually

less than an ohm, frequently only hundredths of an

o~im. It ia thus men that generators are ilot suited to

power resistive loads directly. On the other hand if

the circuits are non-resistive, Eq, (9) shows that the

current (and energy) developed can be quite large at

generator burnout (L = O)

(lo)

As an example, a large Los Alamos generator called

the Mark IX haa an initial inductance of 7 vII, A final

current of 28 MA waa gencr.%tcci into a load C( about

50 nlI, with an irlitial generator current of 400 kA,

The current gain ratio WM 7(.), thus implying that the

uourcc or loss inducta:lcc wa9 also about 50 nil.

I

“1--~+l’”
L (t) k H L.l



As noted above, FCGS cannot efficiently power re-

Itive loads direct Iy. Equation (10) shows that they

JO cannot power inductive loads, L 1, when these

ids have inductances comparable to Lo. For loads

ch w these, it is necessary to use an impedance

atching transformer. In this case, the load L1 serves

the primary, into which is fitted the transformer

lich then connects to the load. The transformer, in

sence, converts the FCG into a high-voltage, high-

lpedance device.

e Generator Cla.99eq

When an FCG is considered as a power source for

load, the first consideration is the load requirement:

l!se shape, duration, voltage, current. From these

quirements, it can usual!y be determined whether

not an FCG is feasible. Assuming feasibility, the

xt step is to find an approximate representation of

e load impedance so that preliminary performance

Jculations can be made using known FCG perfor-

mancecharac’ eristics. These calculat iona serve au a

Iide to early experiments, that in many casea must

en be further refined.

Of a number of generator chxwes, three are de-

ribed below of widely different characteristics that

e used frequently at Loa AlarncYs.

~. A plate generator iS
~own schematically in Fig, 5. Shown at the right is

cylindrical load coil connected to t} x generator by

transmission line. Explosive blocks are placed upon

Ie upper and lower plates of the generator. Initial

lx is supplied to the generator by a capacitor bank

~rough the small, open slot shown at the upper left

de of the generator. Current flows through the gen-

a~or conductors and load producing the magnetic

dd indicnted by the arrows, The explosive blocks

‘e detonated simultaneously over their outer surfaceu

~ig. 5. ]’latr generator with cylindrical load coil.

at such a time that the input current slot is closed

at, or near, peak input current. This operation simul-

taneously eliminates the capacitor bank from further

interaction with the system and traps the initial flux

in a completely enclosed metal system. The flux is

compressed u the driver plates are forced together

by the explosive.

Initial plate separations for such generators seldom

exceed 0.15 m, and initial inductances are usually in

the few-tenths microhenry ramge, For reasonable cur-

rent and energy amplification, load inductances must

therefore be limited to a m=imum of a few tens of

nanohenrys.

The major advantagea of plate generators include.
relative simplicity of construction, enormous current-

carrying capacity, which is controlled by their widths,

and the short time scale over which they may be op-

erated. Development of new detonation systems now

allows initiation of large areaa of expl~ive with high

simultaneity.

This generator has been used to power lasers,

plaama focun devices, and *beam diodes. As a first

approximation, the load impedance for the diode was

taken aa a few tens of ohms. A multi-turn, tape-

wound transformer waa then. placed inside the load

coil of Fig. 5 to impedance match the load ead sup-

ply several hundred kilovoltn to the diode, For the

laser applicatio~, the generator waa used to explode

a cylindrical aluminum foil that served as the light

source for the Iaaing material. Preliminary meaeure-

menta of the exploding foil front led to a rough esti-

mate of the load impedance. A ‘snow-plow” model

waa used to estimate the position of the plaema fo-

cus sheath in terms of the circuit current. The sheath

front, in turn, gave the instantaneous inductance of

the plasma focus, leading to a coupled pair cf equa-

tions embodying both generator characteristics and

plasma focus impedance.

m3-h..lDQUUXMYM. A strip generator is

sketched in Fig, 6. This generator is the cheapest

and longest-burning generator wc use. It consists, ba-

~ically, of two long strips of copper, with br~s wedges

to suppurt the input and output of the gvncrator.

Commercial sheet explosive is laid ovrr the top plate.

Ar~ initial magnetic flux is developed in the gencrat~)r

by loading it with current supplied fruil~ ~ capucitur



~. 6. Strip generator. The ballast bars help resist
Ierator expansion from magnetic fOiCeS.-

nk. When the explosive ia initiated, it first closes

e capacitor bank input slot, thus trapping the flux.

i detonation proceeds along the explosive, the top

ate is driven into the lower plate and compresses the

u into the load. These generators have only been

ed to power rail guns, with low-mass projectiles.

hey are best suited for this application since the

Irrents are not too large (seldom exceeding 2 MA)

id the generation times can be relatively long (up

11 ma including current decay time). The first shot

:ed, in collaboration with Livermore people,l” was

le of those rare instances where everything went per-

ctly. Perhaps because Dick Marshall who, with S.

Rashleigh, ushered in the modern railgun era,ll

as an observer at the shot. But how rapidly things

rm.nged as we began to increme the work scope! Fig-

re 7 shows the results of m effort to teat a projectile
~? use in ~quation-of-state studies. The projectile,

hewn in Fig 7a, was a l-cm-diameter ty l-mm-thick

a)

/.

‘b)-
I’ig, ‘1, i\] l’hotogrtiph of ‘EOSn projccti!c in

., ... It 11, .1. ,

Ta disk inset into Iexan. In Fig. 7b, a flash x-ray

photograph of the disk in free-flight shows that it had

rotated a perfect 90°!

An interesting and efficient variant of the strip

generator has been described by Herlach et al.12 and

by Bichenkov, 13 Here, the explosive strip is sand-

wiched between two conducting strips, which are then

both driven outward against fixed conductors.

323. . . Hel cal Gerwratorq.i With the possible ex-

ception of cylindrical implosion systems, more papers

have been written on this C1=S of generators than any

other, 14-17 Figure 8a is a schematic drawing of this

clsss of gene~ator. It consists of a helical-wound sta-

tor, with a concentric explosive loaded metal tube,

called the armature. The armature serves as one of

the current-carrying elements. As shown here, initial

flux is generated by current supplied by a capacitor

bank. The armature explosive is detonated at such

a time that the expanding armature shorts out the

stator input near peak current, or flux. As the det~

nation front moves down the explosive, the armature

expansion cone develops a continuously moving con-

tact with the stator coil turns, thus wiping out the

generator inductance, aa sketched in Fig. 8b.

These generators generally have large initial in-

ductances, owing to the proportionality of inductance

with tt.e square of the number of turns in Eq. (5). Ide-

ally, according to Eq. (10), helical generators should

be capable of enormous current and energy gains into

low-inductance loa&. In practice, a number of factors

INPUT CURnENT PROM ST A1OR WINDINO

CAP~CITOR ●ANK ARMATURE I

LSW EEPINO WAVE EXPLOSIVE SYSTEM

EKPANDINQ ARMATURE

‘--f
LOAD

n Ill
:>:\ ~ “—_ _————---_-~—------

l’ig. H. Sketches of a helical ~cllcrator aIId Ioi\(lcoil,\,r 1 1 \ C,.._ . . . ...... .... : .. :, :,.,:..,.



imit spiral generator performance. Internal generator

/oltages are more limited than in singl~turn genera-

tors because of the possibility of breakdown between

,urns of the helix. Generally speaking, such genera-

LOreoperate over fairly long times, and under these

:onditions maximum current densities are limited to

valuea of order or less than 1 MA per centimeter of

conducting path. Thus, if the generator is to deliver

a current of 20 MA, the turns near the generator out-

put shouid be of order 20-cm wide. Other limitations

ar”~e from the tendency of these generators to pocket

flux if the turns are spaced too closely. P&keting oc-

curs when the expanding cone of the armature shorts

out part of a turn before completely wiping out a pre-

ceding turn.

The relatively long generation time for this class of

generators limits their use in many applicatima. Nev-

ertheless, they have been used successfully =

power sources for O-pinches and plums guns,17’ ‘e al-

though both applications required that the plasma de-

vices be switched into the circuit at a relatively late

time in the generation period. Reference (18) contains

a description of a 1970 shot series in which plasma

guns, powered by helical generatom, were rocket-

Iaunched. Several hundred kilojoules of neon plasma

were injected into the ionosphere (-200-km altitude)

for inter~ction studies. The compactness of FCG

power supplies was demonstrated by these experi-

ments.

We have found these generatora to be partic u-

larly useful u “boosters” for other, f~ter generators.

In other words, a very small initial energy source is

boosted to larger values needed aa initial flux sources

for faster generators such aa a plate generator. Mod-

ern pulse-conditioning techniques, such sa combina-

tions of fuses and transformers, promise to extend the

use of these generators to shorter pulse systems.

4. SOLID STATE APPLICATIONS

As noted earlier, explosives can be used to gen-

erate very large magnetic fields. Cylindrical impl~

sion systems such as ~hown in Fig. 1 have produced

axial fields in excess of 1000 T (10 MG) ‘er vol-

umes of several centimeters length and d, eters of
e in .-— E.1L),20 ml.a *:...,. .e. in fit thm ma-b GmlAn (CZZ4V

microsecond for such systems. Higher fields will be

expected to l-t for even shorter times before mW-

netic pressures and diffusion into the conductors limit

the field duration times. Fields of this magnitude

must also be generated in short times for the same

ressons. On the approach to a peak field of 1000 T,

for example, the time from 500 T to 1000 T is USU.

ally on] y a few microseconds. Field rates of change

exceeding 10*T/S occur in such systems, thus lead-

ing to very large electric fields, in th”mcase exceeding

a kilovolt around an area of 1 mmz normal to the

field. The preeeuce of these large electric fields has

limited electrical measurements to only the simplest

kinds. Hdwever, other kinds of measurements have

been used successfully including flash x-radiographic

and various optical techniques. Some of these will be

described later.

41. . Lower Fieid SwNq-r s (to 250 T)

This field rmge is within the capability of capaci-

tor bank energy sources. “21 Generally speaking, how-

ever, the experimental volumes possible and the time

duration of the high-field pulses are substantially

larger for the explosively produced fields, Two high-

field eystcrns are in common use at Los Alarms, Fields

in the vicinity of 100 T are produced with generators

called s“mgl~stage or strip Generators. Fields in the

vicinity of 200 T are produced with two-stage sys-

tems such w shown in Fig. 9. The first stage consists

of two strip or single stage generators connected in se-

ries with the second stage, but fired in parallel, Since

the strip generators rue also used by themselves, we

describe thcm first, In this c~e the apex of the tri-

angle is connected directly to the load coil. The load

coils are normally made from 51-mm square brawi bar

stocK, 76-Knm long. A hole of the appropriate diam-

eter is drilled through the block. The output ends

of the generator plates are connected to the load by

solder!ng them to the faces formed by mach]ning a

-TO
Capocllor

bonh co,,,, ‘0’ ,/?~~’~””



from one side of the block to the hole. The ex-

ive layers consist of two sheets each of Dupont

~heet C-8. The sheets are about 340-mm long

95-mm wide, into the plane of the figure, with a

bined mzus of approximately 1.6 kg. The angled

]er plates are 1.6mm thick, 340-mm long, and are

uated by 100 mm at the current input end. To

mce the structural strength of the plates they are

~upwards about 2G mm on the long sides to form

.ghs that, in turn, hold the explosive strips. The

ie dimensions of the troughs are about 100 mm.

Figure 10 shows characteristic field vs t~me curves

Lined for several load coil diameters. The peak

,s cbtained for a given system are remarkably con-

;nt, usually varying no more thcm one or two per-

for the larger load coil dimneters. Peak fields

Amm-diameter coils range from 140 to 150 T. In

twmtage systems the second stage and load coil

machined from a single piece of brass bar stock,

dly 76-mm deep, into the plane of the paper, 180-

wide and 76-mm high. The triangular cavity,

econd stage, is normally about 15cLrIun wide and

run high at the triangle apex. Initial magnetic

k are supplied by a capacitor bank and fill both

and second stage cavities as well as the cylindri-

Ioad coil. The second stage is initiated at such

me as to ccntinue flux compression into the load

at the end of the first stage compression, Our

md stage explosive system consists of a plane wave
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10. Field vs time plots for single- and two-stage
ems. Load coil diameters for curves 1-3 are 11,2,
1,~n~ 19,1 Inrn.

initiator and a high explosive pad, normally 76-mm

high, 76-mm deep, and 155-mm long. The explosive

used most often “~a plastic bonded type, 9S% HMX

and 5% binder. Herlach and his collaboratorslz have

used a related tw~stage system. They achieved simu 1-

ta.neous plane initiation by using a metal flyer plate

to impact the explosive.

A typical field vs time plot for this system is given

in Fig. 10 for a field coil 15.9 mm in diameter and

76-mm long. The singl~stage devices are quite for-

giving in that about the same pe~k fields are obtained

from similar systems, even with variations of several

percent on metal thickness, explosive thickness and

width, the wgle between the copper plates and the

initial energy supplied to the system. The tw~stage

devices are more demanding. For example, perfor-

mance seems to degrade if the magnetic fields at the

start of the second stage depart appreciably from the

range of 35-45 T. Tyqical peak fields for other load

coils are 170 T and 240 T for diameters of 19.1 and

9.5 mm, respectively.

4,2. ogtical )?xpe rirnents

Our high field optical measurements have been

confined primarily to the detection of visible light

trmmn.itted through warious samples utilizing a high-

speed, rotating mirror spectrograph. This spectro-

graphic camera covers, in a single shot, the complete

visib!.e spectrum over the high magnetic field range.

Figure 11 ohows a schematic drawing of the svstem as

adapted for a low-temperature experiment. Intense

light sources, which are reasonably white over most of

the visible spectrum, are produced by shocking tubes
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of argon g=. The light is transmitted through the

sample under investigation, passes through a grating

that provides spectral resolution, impinges on a rotat-

ing mirror tliat provides time resolution, and finally is

recorded on film. Magnetic fields are measured simul-

taneously by a pickup probe mounted iri the ammlar

space between the high field coil and the sample hous-

ing assembly. A bridgewire, mounted in the field of

view of the spectrograph, is electrically exploded late

in time of the experiment to produce a known spec-

trum on the film for wavelength calibration. With a

standardized helium flow system, the samples achieve

temperatures of 4–7°K at the time the experiments

are initiated. Sample diszmters are restricted to 6-

7 mm for 200-T devices when the cryogenic housing

is required.

We discuss here some repreaentative experiments

that are baaed on optical phenomena. Figu~e 12 shows

the tramm”ksion spectrum for thin platelets of GaSe

obtained with the geometry shown in Fig. 11. The c-

=is of the crystal was aligned parallel to the magnetic

field. The first several excitcn absorption bands can

be readily distinguished from the diffraction fringes

visible at the longer wavelengths. From this and sev-

eral other records, we have derived u energy level

diagram for this material with a theoretical interpr~

tation by Aldrich et aL22

By mcunting thin polaroid discs on both sidea of

the sample in Fig. 11, Faraday rotation experiments

have been conducted. Figure 13 shows a Faraday

field (T)

Fig, 12, Light transmission record of GaSe

- 4TRS
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rotation record for a 1.02-rnm-long crystal of cubic

phase ZnSe. The crystal w= cut in such a way that

the magnetic field was perpendicular to the 110

planes. Ths unusual character of the record can be

understood by following a particular wavelength along

the magnetic field. As the field incre=es, the polariza-

tion angle of the light incre~es. The light and dark

regions then correspond to 90° rotation increments.

The band reversals occur at peak magnetic field. Pho-

todensitometer me~urements across the record yield

accurate positions of the peaks and valleys as func-

tions of the field, Plots of the total angle of rotation V:

magnetic field were straight lines for all wavelengths

between 450, and 6 ~0 nm even though the clealy seen

absorption band edge is around 440 nrn. The slopes of

these Iinea give, in a single shot, the Verdet constant

for the material over the entire spectral range. In con-

tr~t, similar experiments with CdS samples showed a

muked curvature of the angles vs field for wavelength

ne~ the absorption edge, particularly for magnetic

fields exceeding 150 T,

We have also made high field Faraday rotation

me=urements with discrete wavelength lines, such as

the green and blue lines of Hg. Photomultiplier tubes

were used as the detectors, while pulsed mercury

Iamr 7 with appropriate filters served as the sources.

Th~ method was abandoned in favor of the broad-

band approach. It also suffered from lack of light in-

tensity, particularly where fields were changing

rapidly. Several advances have been made “m recent

14.6 bs,’. 7.:, z 10’7,t @ e

Field ( T )

Fig, 13, Far~day spectrum of ZnSe at -7° K,



em-s. Many new laser sources, some well into the

u infra red, are now available that nearly eliminate

he intensity problem, even allowing some surface re-

ection meuurements to be made. In broad-band

mearch, improvements in high-speed image intensi-

er cameras have allowed for faster diagnostics. Fi-

ally, at Los Alamos, a rotating mirror spectrographic

-era has been built with wavelength response from

000-3700 A“, thus overlapping the visible range of

be camera used for the experimems reported here.

3. tietic F ields as Pr essure Sources

Figure 14 is a schematic of an experiment to ob-

~in high-pressure equation-of-state data for solid deu-

:rlum. The experiments were done jointly I ith R.

. Mills and F. Edeskuty. They designed the -ample

elders and furnished the deuterium-loaded samples

t shot time. The outer vacuum wall of the sarn-

le holder was nonconducting, while the inner wall

w copper. The entire sample assembly fit into a

6-mm-diameter load coil. The high-field system em-

loyed was the tw~stage system of Fig, 9, h the field

uilt up in the annular space between the field coil

nd deuterium confining copper sleeve, the magnetic

ressure compressed the sleeve, and consequently, the

euterium sample. The prirmmy diagnostics consisted

f a field probe, which monitored the field during the

ntire compression stage, and a 60&kV flash x-ray

ulse, aligned to radiograph the cross section of the

euterium sample. Limited to a single x-ray exp-

ure during a shot, the pulse was timed to correspond

2 a particular magnetic field during the compression

tage.

Figure 15 shows an x-ray exposure of the setup

mfiguration, and an exposure taken during the ixn-

Iosion phase when the field was 128 T, corresponding

o a pressure of 6.5 GPa from Eq. (3). With use of
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Fig. 15. X-ray radiographs of deuterium compression
experiment. The left exposure is a setup shot; the
right exposure w= taken during compression.

image enhancement techniques, the areal compression

ratio was 3.55 + 0.50, thus leading to a tentative state

point (P, p) of (6.50 GPa, 0.71 + 0.10 g/cm3).

The interpretation and valic!ity of the data rest

heavily on talculational results. A number of one

dimensional hydrodynamic calculations were made to

investigate the uniformi~ of the deuterium sample

over the cross section, using hypothetical deuterium

equaticns of state and copper sleeve drive pressures

corr~ponding to the field curve of Fig. 10. The cal-

culations showed that for the last several microsec-

onds of compression, he pressures and densities over

the deuteriurn cross section were quite uniform, and

further, that the deuterium pressure was the smne as

that of the magnetic drive pressure to within a few

percent. Hweverj at earlier times sizeable pressure

oscillations and variations over the sample radius were

predicted. A second result from these calculations

was that the compression was essentially isentropic.

This contrasts sharply with shock compression to the

same pressure where, for comparable materials, sig-

nificsmt increases in entropy and far greater temper-

ature are obtained with subsiutially less compres-

sion. A few two-d imen~,onal Hydrodynamic calcu la-

tiom were done, again using hypothetical models for

the deuterium equation of state. Results from these

calculations showed that there was also negligible ax-

ial variation of density and pressure in the central re-

gion of the sample. This is the region oi greatest com-

pression and defines the sample cross sections shown

in the radiogrr ;~hs.

Two lower-pressure data points were also ob-

tained, the lowest of which agreed within experimen-

tal error with data available at the time23 All data

points were assumed to belong to the isentropc pass-

ing through the init; al conditions of the experiment



~ystem generated peak pressures exceeding 16 GPa,

efforts to photograph the deuteriurn compression at

drive pressures greater than 6.5 GPa were thwarted

because of excessive attenuation of the x-ray beam.

Much higher drive pressures (>400 GPa) can be

obtained with implosion systems, such as those of

Fig. 1. Hawke et aL24 have used this technique to gen-

erate drive pressures of several megabam. Becauae the

compression ia nearly isentropic, substantially greater

compression i~ obtained, particularly for soft materi-

ala, than would be obtained by shock compression to

the same pressure. The possible preueure &cillations

mentioned earlier could be a d“wturbing factor, partic-

ularly fox the implosion systems. This may explain the

lack of agreement sometimes observed between differ-

ent experimental groups ueing thie technique, since

there are differences in the fle!d (drive preesure) time

behavior in the various systems emplWed,

5. PRESENT ACTIVITIES

Following is a brief account of come of our current

activities,

. This fairly large program involves

several Laboratory divisions. It is a direct extennion

of the Shiva program carried out at the Air Force

Weapona Laboratory. 25 In this program, a !arge, faut

capacitor bank drivea high currents through very thin

metallic foils, The foils are positioned to form the

internal, cylindrical conductor of a coaxial z pinch.

The current passing through the foil quickly converts

it into a plaema and the magnetic forces then rapidly

implode the foil. Copiow soft x-rays are developed

when the foil finally implodee upon itself. AFWL haa

succeeded in genera$,ing soft x-ray pulses of several

hundred kilogoulea over timee of a few tem of nuosec-

onde with temperatures exceeding 100 ev ever parts

of the p]suma. The complexity and maint.~~L~c~ of
large, feet capacitor banks make~ it Jiticult to greatly

increaae the scale of the current AFWL facility, In

principle, explosive-powered flux compressor should

bn capable of greatly increeming the radiation output.

Replaccmcnt of cmpucitcr banks with flux compression

generators is the ol]icct C( the Trailmaater program,

We have closely ccmrdinatcd our activities with the

AFWL team, Icd by Dr. Williarr. Baker, from whom
..... L.....a ,.1 .,. . -a...iJ,Ji..i .. .I. },., ihr,, i ,,,l,,:-n

T=Ian al Deic veloD~ t. Development of new

generators and improvements in existing generators

cent inues. Many of these developments rely ofi new

explneive technology. As an example, new, reliable ax-

ial initiation systems have allowed simultaneous: axial

initiation of the explosive in the helical generator of

Fig. 8. Much higher voltageu can be developed. since

the same generator inductance is wiped out in a much

shorter time.
. .

etlc Field Studlw. We have resumed

some high m~gnetic field studies on the newly-

discovered high-temperature superconductors. As has

been predicted almost from the time of their discov-

ery, these n~w materials should remain superconduct-

ing at low temperature in the presence of magrwtic

liel~-a exceeding a megagau.ss.

ew M . As with every rese~ch activity, our

activities have been profoundly influenced over the

last 35 years by new technical developments. Diag-

nostic techniques have improved through use of lasers,

fiber optics, image converter cameras, oscilloscope im-

provements (and film readers), digital recorders, etc.

The continued development of computer hardware

and software has, of coume, also been revolutionary.

Included here are (i) direct computer interfacing of

digital]y recorded data or data read from scope traces

and (ii) the development & incresaingly umeful codes.

The developers and users of these codes have become
putnem on about equal footin~ with the experi-

rnentem in the development and application of our

field.
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